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Abstract

in silico Model : An Overview

A transition to biofilm mode of growth from the planktonic form is triggered by a wide variety of stressful conditions,
including nutrient deficiencies, osmotic shock, presence of antibiotics etc. Cells that have shifted to this alternate
physiological growth mode exhibit differential expression of distinct set of genes, known to be involved in regulation of
biofilm development. Based on the current understanding, there is an inter-play of over 120 annotated genes, in addition to
some unannotated genes in E. coli, that are known to be specifically involved in the regulation of various steps of biofilm
formation. Taking into consideration all the major events, starting from the initial adhesion step, once a favorable surface is
identified to culminating to the biofilm maturation process, an in silico biofilm model (IBM) is built, that simulates biofilm
formation. This platform based on Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) will help us in understanding the complex biology
of biofilms that involves interactions across a multi-component network of specific players, their regulators along with
structural components like Curli, Fimbriae, PGA and key secondary messengers like cyclic-di-GMP. The in silico model is
validated as per the published literature, and the predictive findings are further supported and confirmed by in vitro assays.
Here we establish the in silico to in vitro correlation of a series of gene perturbations that are known to impact biofilm
formation.

Introduction : Developing an ODE Model
 in silico models based on Systems biology, allow us to have an in-depth insight into complex biological networks and
their interactions. Two commonly followed approaches for creating such biological models are: Flux Balance Analysis
(FBA) and Dynamic Simulation Analysis using ODE. The current study explains the ODE-based in silico modeling of the
various inter-connected pathways involved in biofilm formation in E. coli .
 Majority of the biochemical reactions in a living cell are catalyzed by enzymes. These reactions are either bi-substrate
(80-90%), tri-substrate (3-5%) or Mono- substrate(5-10%), and their kinetics is driven by :

in silico Model Representation

Response Curve : Quantification of Enzyme Activation/Inhibition

Substrate

 Advantages of RMA over MME Kinetics:
Activator

 Reversible Mass Action Equation
(RMA)
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=
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dt = V



Reduces time taken by the solver to compute large equation (Bi-substrate, Tri-substrate)



Reduces the dependence on unknown parameters such as Kcat, Km and Ki inside the cell,
which are mostly unavailable in literature

Inhibitor

 Concentration of all the species in the model is normalized to < 1.
 Responses are ideally in the mid range of 0-1 .

Product

Steps : Development of ODE Model

 Flux Equation : (Kf*Substrate) – (Kr*Product)
 Net activation = Kf*( activator – inhibitor ) with non-linear regulation.

Quantitative Effect

 Michaelis - Menten Equation
(MME)

 RMA kinetics applied to drive the biochemical reactions in the in silico model.
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Published literature was extensively scoped



Created detailed pathway (static) maps of the biofilm components

 Linear Regulation: (max(0,min(1,(activator - inhibitor))))



Converted static maps to dynamic model on an ODE platform

 Strong Regulation: (max(0,min(1,(activator^0.5 - inhibitor^0.5))))



Optimized & validated the model using data from published literature and in vitro studies

 Very Strong Regulation: (max(0,min(1,(activator^0.25 - inhibitor^0.25))))

 Example:

Response Curve

 Weak Regulation: (max(0,min(1,(activator^2 - inhibitor^2))))

An Overview of Biofilm Formation

 Very Weak Regulation: (max(0,min(1,(activator^4 - inhibitor^4))))
Integrated network of
various biofilm
components e.g. Curli,
Fimbriae, Flagellum,
Matrix etc.

Environmental Stress

Gene perturbations

Altered levels of
biofilm Regulating /
Contributing Factors
over time

Results


Systems Biology Approach of Modelling, based on ODE was completed



Detailed Interconnected Dynamic platform for studying the biofilm network was developed



An example of Model Validation with specific perturbations is shown below:

Effect of CsrA KD on Biofilm Formation

Planktonic

Biofilm

Biofilm Network : Key Players

Graded KD of CsrA Vs Rate of biofilm formation

in silico to in vitro correlation

*** Poster : Thomas et al., Rapid in vitro screen for biofilm producers among clinical isolates
from recurrent infections

 E. coli ∆csrA strain forms biofilm in comparison to the wild type E. coli strain. Results similar to that observed in the
computational model.

Conclusion
The ODE based in silico bio-modeling approach :


Provides an insight into the complex biofilm network



Helps in identifying genes whose knockout or overexpression could impact biofilm



Reduces the time and vastness of experimental search space

Model Components :


Regulatory network of over 120 non-essential genes



Structural Protein Components : Curli, Fimbriae, Flagella



Matrix Components : Cellulose, Colanic Acid, PGA (poly-beta-1,6-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine)



Regulatory network for Cyclic-di-GMP mediated regulation



Two-Component Systems



Quorum Sensing : Cell-to-Cell Communication Autoinducer-2, Indole, SdiA



Biofilm Biomass, BBM = Planktonic Biomass (10%) + Extracellular Matrix Components (90%)



Planktonic Biomass, BM = RNA + Glycogen + Lipid + LPS + Peptidoglycan + Protein + DNA
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